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The A. 0. H. Gaelic Chair.
The endowment of the Chair of the Gaelic language and literature took place on October 21st, at 4 o'clock, in the Assembly
room of the McMahon Hall of Philosophy. The exercises were
attended by the Board of Directors and the visiting Archbishops,
the acting Rector, the professors, and the students of all the
schools. A large delegation came from the Baltimore, Alexandria, and Washington branches of the Ancient Order of Hibernians, and many visitors from the city assisted. There were
present Archbishops Williams of Boston, Corrigan of New
York, Riordan of San Francisco, Ryan of Philadelphia, Feehan
of Chicago, Chappelle of Santa Fe, Elder of Cincinnati, Katzer
of Milwaukee, Ireland of St. Paul, Kain of St. Louis, Hennessy
of Dubuque. Bishops Foley of Detroit, Maes of Covington,
Horstmann of Cleveland, and Farley, auxiliary bishop of New
York, were also present. The delegation of the Ancient Order
occupied places on the platform with the archbishops and
bishops. They were: Mr. P. J. O'Connor, of Savannah, Ga.,
National President; Mr. J. C. Weadock, of Bay City, Mich.,
National Vice-President; Mr. James O'Sullivan, of Philadelphia, National Secretary; Mr. T. J. Dundon, of Columbus, Ohio,
National Treasurer. Besides these gentlemen there were the
National Directors, Messrs. M. F. Wilhere, of Philadelphia, Pa.;
T. J. Mahoney, Omaha, Neb.; J. P. Murphy, Norwich, Conn.,
and M. J. Burns, Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Thomas A. E. Weadock, ex-Congressman from Michigan, accompanied the delegation, and made the opening discourse. Cardinal Gibbons presided and Very Rev. Dr. Garrigan, acting Rector of the University, introduced the speakers. Dr. Garrigan spoke as follows:
Your Eminence, Most Reverend Archbishops, Right Reverend Bishops and
Delegates, Professors, Students and Friends:
The occasion which has attracted this distinguished assemblage of church
dignitaries and gentlemen prominent in the honorable walks of life from
remote parts of the country is an interesting and significant one, namely, the
actual establishment in this university of a professional chair for the teaching
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and the study of the Gaelic language,its literature and its history in perpetuity,
or while this institution will last.
Four years ago the Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America, then
40,000 strong, came here, through its representatives, for a similar occasion,
and their munificent gift has associated forever the name of their apostle,
Father Mathew, with the life and the fame of this University. To-day the
Ancient Order of Hibernians of America, an organization of American
citizens in high repute with Church and State, numbering 100,000 members
and spread over this vast republic, is here, through its delegates, to pay
tribute to faith and science in their homage to higher Christian education ;
to show their love of the ancient tongue of the Gael, which holds enshrined
in its rich, sweet accents the treasures of that ancient race that was cultured and Christian long before many of the present nations of the world had
emerged from barbarism.
The occasion is, indeed, interesting and significant. It is interesting
because it means the opening up to scientific study and research of fields of
knowledge hitherto unknown to our American higher schools. It is significant because it voices the desire of the people for the highest culture, the
broadest learning. The people have built the churches and the schools, and
now they enter and equip the universities, introducing true democracy into education. This splendid act of to-day means this also: it is the refutation of a
historical lie, which has been transmitted through English literature for seven
hundred years against a noble, Christian and intelligent people.
We welcome you most cordially to these halls, distinguished representatives of the Ancient Order of Hibernians of America. We are proud of your
generous act, proud of the spirit that prompted it, and proud also of the
promptness and unobtrusive manner in which you have accomplished it.
The name of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and this deed will be inscribed
on the private rolls and on the public tablets of the University, and these will
tell to coming generations the innate love of the Gael for faith, for fatherand and for higher education.

Dr. Garrigan then introduced ex-Congressman Thomas Addis
Emmet Weadock, of Bay City, Michigan, with whom the idea of
a Gaelic Chair first originated. Mr. Weadock spoke as follows:
Your Eminence, Most Reverend Archbishops, Right Reverend Bishops,
Gentlemen of the University, Very Reverend and Reverend Gentlemen
of the Clergy, Ladies and Gentlemen :
I congratulate you, on this auspicious occasion, on the many evidences of
prosperity which we see with pleasure at this great University, and I thank
you, Dr. Garrigan, for your generous and appreciative welcome. While I
see the completed McMahon Hall of Philosophy, and gladly note your substantial progress, I must exprcss regret that I do not meet the warm welcome,
nor see the earnest, able, scholarly man, whose name is indissolubly connected
with his institution, Right Reverend Bishop John J. Keane. (Loud applause.)
While it is not for us to express any wish as to the choice of his successor, we may hope that he will serve the University as faithfully, maintain the

same high standard, and endear himself as much to the American people as
Bishop Keane has done.
The Ancient Order of Hibernians of America is a benevolent society,
within the Catholic Church, composed of active and honorary members.
The former must be men of Irish birth, or descent, through either parent,
be not less than eighteen nor over forty five years of age, practical Roman
Catholics, and in good physical health. The requirements as to age and
health does not apply to honorary members. Their motto is Friendship,
Unity, Charity. It also embraces what is called the Military Branch, which
is composed of men in good standing in the order, who wish to acquire a
thorough knowledge of military discipline according to the United States
tactics. The object of these branches is to develop and strengthen physical
manhood and qualify its members the better to serve the United States, if
ever their services should be needed.
The wives, mothers and sisters of members are allowed to participate in
many of its advantages as the Ladies' Auxiliary." The constitution now
recognizes them, and their efforts for advancement are welcomed and
encouraged.
When a history of our order is written and published, as we hope it soon
will be, when the story of how a few exiles from the dear old land remembering their brotherly associations there, united here as the Friendly Sons of
St. Patrick, following the models of societies estabIshed a hundred years
before that, it will point to this endowment as one of the many testimonials
which the Irish race in America has given to this country and our Church;
showing their love for religion and education.
This occasion is the fulfillment of a project which had its origin in a
conversation between the Reverend Thomas Rafter, of Bay City, and myself,
seven years ago. I am glad to see that he is with us to-day to witness it. As
the Anoient Order of Hibernians was misunderstood in some quarters, it was
deemed advisable to lay the matter before His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons,
which I had the honor to do by the following letter:

•

"BAY CITY, MICHIGAN, September 9th, 1889.
"MOST REVEREND SIR:
"I am a member of the Ancient Order of Hibernians and I beg leave to
inquire whether they would be allowed to endow a chair in the Catholic
University at Washington. If you approve, I will bring the matter before
the officers of the society at an early day, and I believe the project will
succeed."
. The reply was prompt and favorable, for then, as now, His Eminence,
the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore, the successor of John Carroll, was
the inspiration and support of any movement intended to elevate the thought
and widen the influence of the Catholics of the United States. (Great
applause.)
At the national convention held in Hartford, 1890, National Delegate
Maurice F. Wilhere in his biennial address, said :
"About a year ago, it was suggested that the A. 0. H. of America
should endow a chair in the first Catholic University' in the United States,
located at the National Capital of our beloved country.
"As the cost of the endowment would be fifty thousand dollars, I fully
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realized, that while the project is a grand and noble one, yet nothing could
be done in the matter until it was submitted to, and passed upon by, the representatives of the Order in general convention assembled.
"For this purpose I beg leave to call your best attention to the matter, and
in the event of your approval of the project, do not merely commend it to
the good wishes of the Order at large, but as practical men, see to it that a
practical way is provided for the raising of the endowment fund within a
reasonable time.
"The matter has been submitted to His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons, and
has received his warmest approval ; and while I personally am strongly in
favor of it, because the A. 0. H. chair in the Catholic University would be a
monument to the loyalty of the Catholic hearts that compose our society,
nevertheless, again the thought occurs to our mind,if we enter on the project
at all, let us have a surety, that in our plans and in our determination will be
all the elements that will enable us in a short time to make success doubly
assured, and to again prove to the world that we, as the children of martyred
forefathers, who have died for the faith of Christ, are glad of the opportunity
of making our share of the sacrifices necessary to advance our holy religion
in this free land."
On May 16th, 1890, at the same convention, the following resolution and
preamble drawn by me, was presented by Brother McDevitt of Michigan, at
the request of Mr. Jno. C. Weadock, now Vice-President of your Order, to
whom it was intrusted:
"Whereas, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Irish by birth or descent,
desire to show in a substantial manner their appreciation of learning and their
loyalty and devotion to the Roman Catholic Church ; and
"Whereas, our Order recognizes the great work of our Holy Mother the
Church in establishing and maintaining the University of Washington for
the higher education of the Catholic Clergy; therefore
"Resolved, That this convention pledges ihelf to said University to raise
from its members the sum of fifty thousand dollars to establish a professorship in said University, which shall be named in honor of the contributors,
by a committee, consisting of His Eminence, James Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore; Rt. Rev. John S. Foley, Bishop of Detroit, and our
National Delegate, subject to the approval of the Board of said University.
"Resolved, That the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Detroit be treasurer of said fund.
"Resolved, further, That the National Board of Directors be empowered to
levy pro rata assessment on each division of the Order, and that said assessment be paid within one year."
The consideration of this resolution was referred to the next National
Convention.
This might be termed, not inaptly, the "six months' hoist," but the
friends of the movement were not idle.
At the next conv(-ntion, held in May, 1892, at New Orleans, Mr. Wilhere
said in his biennial address: "For two years past one of the uppermost topics
of discussion among the brethren, and one to which much serious thought
has been given by officers and members of the Order alike, is the question
which it will be the duty of this convention to determine, to wit., Shall the
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Ancient Order of Hibernians of America endow a chair in the 'new Catholic
University,' which is located at the capital of our country?
"Your national delegate, in issuing the last annual report, invited every
division of the Order to discuss the questions involved, and take a vote on the
proposition, so that the delegates to this convention might be fully prepared
to vote thereon in such a way as to reflect and record the intelligent judgment
of the whole brotherhood throughout America.
"This, brother delegates, you are no doubt prepared to do, and it is not
my intention to offer any suggestion in the premises.
"I merely ask that the judgment of our members shall be recorded
through your votes. However, there is one warning I would give: Do not let
us resolve to do this good work unless we provide the proper means in a
reasonable time for fulfilling our promise.
"Another large and influential Catholic organization in this country
agreed to endow a chair, and after extraordinary effort for three years or more
only succeeded in raising one half of the amount required. Fifty thousand
dollars is the sum fixed by the trustees of the Catholic University for the
endowment of a chair therein, and if it is agreed on by this convention to
endow a'Hibernian Chair,' and thereby illustrate the love of our venerable
Order for the faith of St. Patrick and the devotion of our race to the Church
for which so many of our forefathers suffered the pains of martyrdom,I would
respectfully suggest and recommend that a pro rata assessment, sufficient for
the purpose, be levied on each and every member of the Order, to be paid
into the hands of our national chaplain within two years, the national chaplain to be constituted treasurer of that particular fund.
"My thought is that one-half of the amount needed should be paid the
first year or before May 1, 183, and the remaining one-half before May 1,
1894, and that each division shall have the power to raise the amount of the
assessment for its own members in such way as may seem to it best, provided
that in doing so it does not conflict with the constitutional restrictions, or diocesan regulations, in reference to the giving of public entertainments."
On May 13, 1892, the chair announced that the first business would be the
consideration of the resolution offered by Bro. John McDevitt, of Michigan,
which resolution was read at the request of the chair, as follows:
"Whereas, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Irish by birth or descent,
desire to show in a substantial manner their appreciation of learning and their
loyalty and devotion to the Roman Catholic Church, and
"Whereas, our Order recognizes the great work of our Holy Mother the
Church in establishing and maintaining the University of Washington for
the higher education of the Catholic clergy; therefore
"Resolved, That this convention pledges itself to said University to raise
from its members the sum of fifty thousand dollars to establish a professorship in said University, which shall be named in honor of the contributors,
by a committee, consisting of His Eminence, James Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore; Rt. Rev. John S. Foley, Bishop of Detroit, and our
National Delegate, subject to the approval of the Board of said University;
"Resolved, That the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Detroit be treasurer of said fund.
"Resolved further, That the national board of directors be empowered to
levy a pro rata assessment on each division of the Order, and that said assessment be paid within one year."
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Brother McDevitt and others supported the resolution. Brother Kinney,
of Wisconsin, moved to amend the resolution offered by Brother McDevitt by
providing that this chair shall be called the "Ancient Order of Hibernians'
Chair," and that it be endowed for the purpose of teaching Irish language,
history, and literature.
After the matter was discussed pro and con by several members from
widely separated portions of the Union, the amendment offered by Brother
Kinney was adopted. The question then recurred upon the motion of Brother
McDevitt as amended by the motion of Brother Kinney. The roll being
called by States, it was found that the motion was carried. The national directory referred the matter to a committee, and an assessment of seventy five
cents each was levied on the members. The project thus formally adopted by
the Order, on account of the panic of 1893 and other causes, remained dormant until that steady and loyal supporter of the movement, Judge Wilhere,
at the national convention held at Omaha,on May 8, 1894, again referred to
"The Hibernian Chair," as follows :
"It is with more than ordinary regret that I am forced to report to this
convention that nothing has been done, and no money has yet been raised, to
endow the Hibernian Chair' in the Catholic University at Washington,
D. C., as ordered and directed by resolution of the .last national convention.
"This condition is not due, however, to any indifference or neglect on
the part of your officers, for God knows I was most anxious to have that noble
monument to the honor of the Catholic patriotism and love of Holy Mother
Church, which is engrafted so deeply in the Hibernian heart, raised, and the
work finished ere this; but in view of the fact that tens of thousands of our
members have been out of employment for months, and many for more than
a year past, on account of the business anti industrial depression in our
country, which affected all our people more or less, no matter what may have
been their business, occupation, or station in life, I could not, under the circumstances, find it in my conscience to levy additional taxes and impose additional burdens on a people who have been so severely tried during the past
term. The Hibernians of this land of ours have the heart, and wealth of generosity, necessary to complete this good work, and with returning prosperity,
which is now, under the Divine blessing, visiting our fair country, bringing
new joy and happiness and peace to all its people, we can, and I am assured
will, take up this glorious work with renewed life and hope, and the determination to carry it to an honorable and successful conclusion."
We shall not soon forget that great convention. The generous, wholehearted hospitality of that Western city was given without measure, largely
due to the Creightons, those benevolent Irish American Catholics who had
endowed Creighton College, the Creighton Hospital, and had aided so muth
in establishing the commercial success of the city of Omaha.
At that convention the Rt. Rev. Richard Scannel, Bishop of Omaha, delivered an eloquent address of welcome to the representatives there assembled
from the various States and Territories, and announced that he would become
a member of our Ancient Order. He also delivered an able, dignified, and
earnest address in Irish at the public meeting held daring the convention,
urging the completion of the endowment fund.
Many a warm hearted Hibernian from Sligo, or Galway, royal Meath or
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gallant Tipperary, and one at least from rebel Wexford, felt his pulses thrill
with pleasure on hearing the language of Brian Boru, Oliver ylunket and
Daniel O'Connell.
This great University, destined to do so much for the advancement of
Catholicity in our own country, and in other countries as well, was represented at that meeting by the polished gentleman and learned professor,
Dr. Thomas J. Shahan, who with characteristic Irish eloquence portrayed the
good to be accomplished by the success of the movement, which is so happily
completed to-day.
It was my pleasure to witness the Omaha convention, attend the public
meetings, and see the interest manifested in the history and literature of the
Irish people.
That convention was also characterized by an earnest determination of
our Order to assert and maintain their rights as American citizens against
either secret or open foes.
The success of the chair fund was assured, and in the declaration of
principles adopted, the National Convention
"Resolved, That the National Officers, as soon as deemed expedient by
them, take such steps as may be necessary to call upon the members of our
Order who love the literature of our forefathers so well, and desire so much
to erect a lasting monument to the honor of patriotism, to pay the necessary
assessment which they authorized to levy for the purpose of establishing an
A. 0. H. Chair under a proper title, to be by them selected in the Catholic
University, at the City of Washington."
On May 12th, 1894, at a meeting of the National Officers and Directors
at Omaha, the following resolution was adopted, viz.:
"It was moved and carried that every member of the Order be assessed
seventy-five cents each to pay for a professorship in the Catholic University
at Washington, D. C., in accordance with the action of the National Convention, and that said assessment shall be levied and collected within six months
from date, and forwarded to the treasurer of the fund, Right Rev. John S.
Foley, Bishop of Detroit, Michigan."
This resolution practically repeals the amendment to the original resolution and leaves the matter as originally intended.
In 1896 our convention was held in Michigan's metropolis, Detroit.
The suggestion which came from Michigan in 1889 was to be realized in
Michigan in 1896. That State fills an important place in the Catholic history
of America. The brave and pious Marquette established the first permanent
settlement within her borders, erected her first church ; in history he is
known as "The meek, single-hearted, illustrious Marquette." And in art his
form in purest marble, with benignant face and seemingly far-seeing vision,
directs the thoughts of thousands of our fellow citizens, who visit Statuary
Hall, to a region of peace, where unselfish heroism is rewarded and impotent
intolerance is unknown.
Our society is composed in the main of men of moderate means; this
fund represents the voluntary offerings of some hundred thousand men, a far
better guaranty of the future than a gift of fifty thousands dollars from one
man.
The alien English government of Ireland destroyed her schools and made
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education a crime, and yet some of her statesmen and nearly all her historians
chided the Irish people for their ignorance. These atrocious laws were not
enacted against our people as Irishmen, but as Catholics.
Nor has England been alone in this persecution. We have suffered here
from the same spirit. We are on original Maryland soil to-day, and we are
reminded of the statement of that great lawyer, Chancellor Kent,never a friend
to Catholicity, who says in his Commentaries, vol. 2, page 35, "The Catholic planters of Maryland procured to their adopted country the distinguished
praise of being the first of the American States in which toleration was established by law; and while the Puritans were persecuting their Protestant
brethren in New England, and the Episcopalians retorting the same severity
on the Puritans of Virginia, the Catholics, against whom the others were
combined, formed in Maryland a sanctuary, where all might worship and
none might oppress, and where even Protestants sought refuge from Protestant intolerance."
Bancroft tells us in the second volume of his history that in 1681 Protestant bigotry united with the opposition to Lord Baltimore, and by orders of
the English ministry Roman Catholics were disfranchised in the colony they
had planted.
As soon as the rebellious colonists and their allies were successful, as
they were soon after the rebellion of 1688 drove the legal ruler from the
English throne, they not only refused to tolerate Catholics, who had given
them an asylum, but they persecuted and disfranchised them. The fierce
intolerant spirit of ignorance and privilege which had burned the"witches"
and hanged the Quakers now dominated Maryland, and it was left to future
generations to admire the peaceful and just government of the Catholic proprietary.
Happily, a better day dawned for America. The lessons of the Revolulon—the example of Charles Carroll, of Carrollton,the aid and association of
t
Catholic France, the teaching of Jefferson, Washington, and others—led to
the establishment of complete religious liberty. May it be perpetuated !
We are told that our Irish tongue is a dead language. So, too, are the
Greek and the Latin. Yet, their study lies at the base of all real learning
to day. It brings to us "the learning that was Greece and the grandeur that
was Rome."
Less than half a million of people to-day speak the ancient Irish tongue,
to which number should be added many more who,in lands distant from Erin,
preserve a fragmentary use, and deplore the decadence of the language used
by their ancient forefathers. Many of the choicest sources of Irish history,
which goes back to three hundred years before Julius Ctesar, are the rare
manuscripts awaiting the perusal of an Irish historian, who, with pure heart,
clear judgment, and impartial mind, will tell the story of Ireland.
Language is nationality. The first evidence of conquerors always is to
destroy the language of the conquered. It was so in England, and Poland,
and Ireland, and in our own day we see it exemplified in Alsace and Lorraine.
A dead language, but how like it is to those we love, who are dead.
Their images are ever present in our memory, unchanging for all time The
lovelight in their eyes never grows dim. Time leaves no traces of care and
sorrow in the idealized face, and, though our surviving years may be few or
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many, in all the vicissitudes of life we have one possession that time does not
destroy.
When the student of Irish history avails himself of the opportunities to
be afforded here, he will learn of a great body of law, and that written law,
hundreds of years older than the common law of England.
Mr. Grinnell, in his hand-book on the Brehon laws, says the first collection
of Saxon laws in writing was made by Aethilbert, after his conversion by St.
Augustine. It was a very meagre collection, and did not attain to anything
like completeness until the reign of Alfred the Great, toward the end of the
ninth century. It was said that Alfred received his education in Ireland. His
laws were written in Latin, and after the conquest of England by the Normans the laws were either in Latin or Norman-French. The originals of acts
of parliament were in Norman-French till the beginning of the sixteenth
century, and the records of legal proceedings down to the middle of the
eighteenth century.
The most archaic system of law in Western Europe of which there are
written records is the body of Irish laws, known to us as the Brehon Laws,
but known to Gaelic speakers as Feineachus, the law of the Gaels.
These laws had reach( d their full maturity when Alfred was trying to
frame a system from the fragments of law and custom which he found among
his people. These laws were made by the Irish for the Irish, as their laws
should be made to day.
In the Annals of the Four Masters, it is said, "The age of Christ 438.
The tenth year of Laeghaire. The Senchus Mor and Feineachus of Ireland
were purified and written."
The laws, being wholly the productions of pagans, needed some modification to reconcile them with the requirements of Christianity. St. Patrick
having during seven or eight years of missionary work all over the country,
as well as in the previous years of his bondage, learned in what respects the
laws conflicted with his teaching and thwarted his efforts, desired, as well for
the material welfare of the people as for the success of his mission, to have
the laws amended. The most permanently and universally effective way in
which this could be done was to have a simultaneous collection and revision
of the laws decreed by a great assembly of the nation, and then to take care
that the work should be actually performed by men imbued with the Christian spirit. Accordingly,"He requested the men of Erinn to come to one
place to hold a conference with him. When they came to the conference the
Gospel of Christ was preached to them all. And when they saw Laeghaire
and his Druids overcome by the great science and miracles wrought in the
presence of the men of Erinn, they bowed down in obedience to the will of
God and Patrick, in the presence of every chief in Erinn. It was then that
Dubhthach (pronounced Dhoovah) was ordered to exhibit the judgments and
all the poetry (literature) of Erinn, and every law which prevailed amongst
the men of Erinn, through the law of nature, and the law of seers, and in the
judgments of the island of Erinn, and in the poets. Now, the judgments of
true nature which the Holy Spirit had spoken through the mouths of the
Brehons and just poets of the men of Erinn from the first occupation of the
island down to the reception of the faith were all exhibited by Dubhthach to
Patrick. What did not clash with the Word of God in the written law and
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in the New Testament, and with the conscience of believers, was confirmed
in the laws of the Brehons by the ecclesiastics and the chief men of Erinn ; for
the law of nature was quite right, except the faith and its obligations and the
harmony of the Church and the people. And this is the Senchus Mor."
The completely-organized university consists of faculties of Theology,
Arts, Jurisprudence, and Medicine, and this, our Catholic University of
America, will not be complete until it embraces and teaches us all these.
The Church has ever been the patron of learning, and never more so than
she is to-day under the rule of the learned Leo XIII. The Catholic religion
was the inspiration of Michael Angelo, Fra Angelico, Raphael, and all the
bright galaxy of names which the world honors and whom none have equaled,
and she now preserves their work for the education of the world The great
universities of Paris, Oxford, and Cambridge were the work of the
Church.
In this land of ours the Constitution prohibits the union of Church and
State. We must, therefore, depend upon voluntary offerings of the faithful
aided by the counsel and direction of the American hierarchy. Being a
religious institution, many who do not profess the same religion will not enter
its portals, because they will prefer an institution where some other religion is
taught. It thus becomes an important question what the future career of this
institution shall be, what methods should be followed, and how the support
of the people who must maintain it be secured. Statistics are rarely interesting; they are very instructive, and I will glance at those relating to a few of
the leading universities of the country.
Harvard, founded in 1638, non-sectarian, has 337 instructors, 3,290 students, and an income of $1,054,484.
Yale, founded in 1701, Congregational, has 225 instructors, 2,400 students,
and an income of $729,681.
Georgetown, founded in 1789, Roman Catholic, has 85 instructors and 725
students.
The University of Michigan, founded in 1841, non-sectarian, has 170 instructors, 3,000 students, and an income of $445,805.
The Catholic University, founded in 1889, Roman Catholic, has 30 instructors, 140 students, and an interest bearing fund of about $800,000.
It would seem from these figures that the great lack of the University is
students. No doubt there are many men in different colleges throughout
America who would be students here if they found the same facilities. The
facilities established and the institution patronized, as it will doubtless be,
every one who graduates here will go forth an earnest friend of his alma
mater, and will send others to partake of the advantages which he so well
improved. The great lesson of the time is concentration, the unification of
many enterprises in one great enterprise, with consequent reduction of expenditures and the gain of energy in management and unity of purpose.
Throughout America to-day there are many Catholic colleges. They are
doing a great work with but limited opportunities, but though they may be
well naanagtd, it will not be contended that they offer the same advantages
which Harvard or Yale or the University of Michigan offer, nor that their
graduates, in arts at least. have an equal advantage with the others. The pro-
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fes3ional schools stand on a different footing, hence they are not considered
in this connection.
If asked what is to become of these colleges if their students are to
leave them,I say they should continue, but their course of study should corntemplate its completion in a great uniTersity, such as this is intended to be.
The system, beginning in the parochial school, embracing the academies and
colleges as preparatory to the university which should crown the educational
structure, would give to the world graduates competent to meet those educated
in divinity, jurisprudence or the arts, anywhere, on even ground, with equal
advantages.
Laymen wish to distinguish between dogmatic teaching, and business-like
management. Their duty to the first is a conscientious submission, their
relation to the second, intelligent co-operation. Buildings, grounds, endowments, do not make a university. They are only accessories. The men who
direct its policy, the professors who teach, the students who learn, these constitute the real university. The fame and consequent usefulness of the
institution will largely depend upon its alumni who go forth into the practical world to demonstrate their fitness for the higher pursuits of life. The
world asks of the great theologian, the eloquent preacher, the learned lawyer,
the skillful surgeon, the great engineer, where he was educated. It also asks
the same question of those who attempt to follow these pursuits and fail, and
while the individual who fails will not be held blameless, the college whose
degree he has taken suffers in reputation and usefulness.
It is to be hoped that in the r.ear future many students will avail themselves of the opportunities offered here, and the schools of Divinity, Philosophy, Arts, and Sciences will be filled by earnest men, who will go forth to
take positions among the foremost of the learned men of America. La
Bruyere writes that "languages are no more than the keys of sciences. He
who despises one slights the other." May we not confidently expect from the
cosmopolitan character of the membership of our church that the lovers of
other languages may also found endowments here?
There is another thought that I beg leave to invite attention to, because I
am speaking in the presence of so many distinguished prelates of the American hierarchy. It was aptly designated sometime ago as the "human environments of the Catholic faith."
If you go into any large town or city in this country where there is more
than one Catholic church, you will find them designated as the Irish church,
the German church, the French church, or such other, as the case may be.
These churches are not properly designated thus. They bear the names of
their patron saints, or other proper appellations, but they are commonly known
according to the constituent elements of their congregations. I hope to see the
time when parishes shall be divided on geographical lines, and not by lines of
the nationalities we have forsaken, and the Church in America will be American; in England, English; in Germany, German; but in all lands, Catholic.
The Church has not lost members in this country because it was American, but because it seemed to be foreign. This is now our country ; our
political, religious, and personal prosperity, depends on its free institutions and their maintenance. Those of us who have been born beyond the
Ka should be citizens of the United States, not colonists of countries which
denied us the rights which we enjoy here.
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The eloquent and learned discourse of Mr. Weadock was
highly applauded. At its close Judge Maurice F. Wilhere, of
Philadelphia, during whose presidency the good work was formally inaugurated, delivered the following address :
As the official head of the Ancient Order of Hibernians of America at the
time when the project of the endowment of a chair of Irish literature in this
seat of learning was first proposed by my friend, Thomas Addis Emmet
Weadock, I am deeply sensible of the honor conferred upon me by being
present at the consummation of an undertaking in which religion and patriotism are so closely allied and which affords such living evidence that the two
fires which have always burned so brightly amid the gloom of centuries are
still undimmed and bid fair to shine out with greater refulgence than ever as
a result of the loving and filial devotion of an organization whose greatest
pride is to bear aloft as its standard, Faith and Motherland. It is particularly
pleasing and appropriate that the work of resuscitation of the Gaelic tongue
and Irish literature on the continent should get its first great impetus from an
organization which is to-day the most representative Irish and Catholic organization in existence. To us is given the honor to take the first steps to
transplant to the new home of the Irish race the literary treasures which
were so carefully placed beyond the reach of danger in Ireland's darkest
days by her scholars, historians and poets, and have been lovingly preserved
by the great universities of Continental Europe.
In this new land of ours we hope to transplant all the glories of the old
and be able to give the descendants of the Green Isle some idea of the ancient
greatness of the race of which so much has been said and written, yet so little
of which is really known except to the deep students and scholars who had
access to manuscripts almost unknown among the race to whom they should
be most familiar. In a new world, and it may also be said, a new civilization,
with its great seats of learning beginning the race for greater knowledge with
the older countries, to-day marks the beginning of an era which will live
forever in the annals of the Irish race, and our little share of the work will
liye while this great fountain of knowledge sheds its light on the Western
Hemisphere.
It seems the irony of fate that a language which was supplanted by our
ancient enemy with his own should be restored by us through the medium of
the stranger's tongue, and that the children of the banished exiles should rise
up to restore that which was almost banished from her shores. The same
hand which tried to rob us of our language attacked our religion, yet our
missionaries have carried it to every habitable part of the globe. It lives
to-day with the Irish race more glorious, more statwart, and more aggressive
than ever; and as we think of all the sacrifices made by our fathers for the
old Church, it is somewhat pleasant to think that we have had the opportunity of giving some little proof of our devotion by our work in the cause of
Catholic education. And may it not be appropriate at this time to express
the hope that with the gradual return of our language, with the glory of our
ancient faith still growing brighter, that the shackles of foreign domination may fall from the limbs of beloved Mother Ireland, and that she may
rise from the gloom of centuries in all her ancient glory, when her bards
shall sing her songs in all their native melody, and her statesmen and scholars
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occupy in Ireland the same prominence which surrounds them in every land
in which their fathers sought refuge. With the life and light of our faith
through all the periods of darkness leading us onward, may the language,
religion and nationality of our race again find their home in the old land,and
may our work this day be the beginning of such a glorious consummation.

At the conclusion of these discourses Dr. Garrigan introduced
Mr. P. J. O'Connor, of Savannah, Ga., the National President
of the Order, who spoke as follows:
Your Eminence, Most Reverend Archbishops, Right Reverend Bishops,
Very Reverend and Reverend Fathers, Ladies and Gentlemen: I enjoy the
distinguished honor of being the National President of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians of America, which has for its object the promotion of practical
Catholicism : the furtherance of friendship, unity, and true Christian charity
among its members, and peace and good will to all men, the advancement of
our country's welfare, and the cultivation of a love for the Emerald Isle
that sparkles like a gem in the Western Sea.
The recognition accorded our noble order by our highest ecclesiastical
authorities at their conference in Philadelphia, in 1894, has materially aided
us in extending its beneficent influences. We have always felt that our organization was entitled to be considered an effective auxiliary to the devoted
clergy in diffusing the principles and promoting the ends of good Mother
Church, and are, therefore, grateful for the judgment declaring the A. 0. II.
of America, according to the words of His Grace, Archbishop Ryan,"a most
admirable society." Since then we recall with pride and pleasure the progress
it has made, its banner planted in fruitful fields, devotion to Holy Church,
fidelity to American institutions, allegiance to Erin's cause; and through the
intervention of wise laws, loyal officers, and patriotic members,it has attained
a position that redounds to its honor and glory, and makes it the grandest
and most powerful organization of our race and creed in the world. I sincerely trust it will always deserve and have the good will of our spiritual
superiors, whose blessings I earnestly invoke on its future career.
At the Omaha convention, held in May, 1894, it was unanimously decided that the true and patriotic members of our order should manifest in a
substantial manner their appreciation of learning, love for the faith of Saint
Patrick, and devotion to the Roman Catholic Church, by raising a fund of
$50,000 to endow a "Hibernian Chair" in this great Catholic University of
America, for the perpetual teaching of the language, literature, and history
of our ram and our beloved and honored National Chaplain, Rt. Rev. John
S. Foley, Bishop of Detroit, was selected to receive the money contributed
thereto.
It is gratifying to report that our efforts have been crowned with happy
success and that our worthy National Chaplain handed me to-day a check for
the entire endowment fund. The official representatives of our ancient and
respected society are here to present, through me, said fund to this grand
temple of learning.
In doing so, permit me to say, that we are proud of the past history of
the country from whence we, or our fathers, came, the foundations of which
have been laid in the very best materials. Unlike Greece, trampled by the
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enervate Turk, with her pride and spirit forever departed, and the records of
her greatness perpetuated only in the language of her orators and the song of
her poets, Ireland lives pregnant with vitality. During the fifth century
Rome had reached the zenith of her power and glory. It was an age of learning, and the whole horizon glowed with the hues reflected by the accomplishments of the scholar. But the empire was destined soon to pass away. The
close of this century was marked by the most terrible calamities to the west
of Europe. The tide of barbaric invasion, setting in from north of the
Danube, began to roll its billows from the wilds of Transylvania and the
distant plains of Tartary. The tumultuous host rushing from the forests of
Scandinavia swept with a besom of destruction over the plains of Italy. submerging the temples of the new religions and burying in their track the
monuments of Roman pride and valor. Ireland escaped the terrible deluge,
and reviving Europe turned to her, the asylum of the distressed votaries of
knowledge, and sought there for the wherewith to reconstruct the shattered
fabric of her society.
The cherished abodes of learning in Ireland at that time grew up peacefully into magnificent proportions and became so widely renowned that from
all countries those in quest of knowledge flocked to her hospitable shores.
Among the students in her collegiate towns could be heard the language of
the Gael and others. The radiance of her glory flooded all civilized nations,
and the going forth of her sons from those celebrated schools to foreign lands
was like the bursting of a great star whOse golden fragments lit up with a
pure and steady light the clouded skies of Christendom. Intrepid Irish missionaries founded monasteries in many countries, which, in those days, meant
seats of learning and centres of civilization where religion, art, science and
literature went hand in hand. This was an age more brilliant than that of
Pericles or Augustus, because it was illumined by the light of Christianity.
The tenacity with which the people of Ireland have, under all circumstances, clung to the religion of their fathers is the shining mirror which
reflects all their nobler virtues. This transcendent faith is the brilliant gem
in the coronet of Ireland's glory.
"And thus Erin, my country, though broken thou art;
There's a lustre within thee, that ne'er will decay."

Her unexampled piety during that period earned for her the title of the
"island of Saints." From the sixth to the middle of the ninth century
Ireland maintained the intellectual supremacy in Europe, and on account of
the wisdom and learning of her sons she derived the title of "Island
of Scholars."
Such was Ireland when enjoying the blessings of freedom and at peace
with the world. Surely liberty did not injure her. In its light she advanced
in virtue, in power, in learning, in all that makes a nation great and glorious,
in all that makes a people happy, contented and prosperous.
Since then she has gone through centuries of incessant war, national
invasion, and religious persecution, and at the end thereof her spirit is still
erect, her heart unbroken, her national life stronger than ever, and she insists
upon obtaining what she is justly entitled to, namely, a place in the sisterhood
of nations. The day of that devoutly-wished-for consummation may be
deferred, but ultimately it must come. As Tom Davis has said," the spirit of a
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nation never dies." Hope is the inspiration and solace of them who would
be free. Hope is the morning star and evening star of Ireland's adoration.
It is hope that bids us proclaim in the sweet and flowing numbers of Erin's
verse:
The nations have fallen, and thou still art young,
Thy sun is but rising when others are set,
And though slavery's cloud o'er thy morning bath hung,
The full moon of freedom shall beam around thee yet.
•

We are proud of the fact that from now on there will be added to the
chairs of learning in this University, at the Capital of our great Republic, one
that will be a lasting monument to the progressive spirit of our order and will
reawaken an interest in the preservation and diffusion of the language, literature, and traditions of the Emerald Isle. It has been well said "that, one
hundred thousand men of Irish blood have decreed that our dear old Gaelic
tongue shall live, and live, too, in their midst, a wellspring to all time of the
holiest and highest suggestions for mankind."
I, therefore, take great pleasure in presenting to your Eminence, as Chancellor of the University, this check for $50,000 to endow the "Hibernian
Chair" herein as a gift from the loyal and patriotic hearts that beat in our
grand brotherhood.

Dr. Garrigan then introduced Mr. Thomas Addis Emmet
Weadock, ex-Congressman from Bay City, Mich., who reviewed
the history of the movement, and Judge M. F. Wilhere, of Philadelphia, Pa., during whose presidency of the Order the movement was inaugurated.
The money was handed to Cardinal Gibbons in the form of
a draft from the Peninsular Savings Bank. of Detroit, on New
York, payable to the order of Bishop Foley, of Detroit, for
$5o,000. Cardinal Gibbons, as chancellor of the University,
received the gift. He spoke as follows:
GENTLEMEN: It gives me the greatest pleasure to meet you here to-day
on this auspicious occasion, and to greet in you the generous founders of a
new branch of teaching in this beloved school.
For many years priests and laymen of Gaelic origin have made isolated
attempts to secure on American soil the teaching of the tongue of their ancestors. The names and the work of these men are known to the few only,
but they deserve a general mention on this occasion as the pioneers of the
movement that has now reached the first stage of a durable success in its
formal recognition by the Catholic Church in the United States.
Then came societies of men scattered over the land, East and. West, North
and South, who met to speak the musical tongue of their ancestors. The
praiseworthy cause maintained its own, mayhap gained ground slowly, until
the An-ient Order of Hibernians of America, in biennial convention assembled
at New Orleans, in 1892, determined to offer for this purpose a fund of $50,000
to the Catholic University of America, said fund to establish a Chair of the
Gaelic Language and Literature. The offer was accepted by the directors of
the University, and at Omaha, in 1891, the collection of the fund was assured
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by the unanimous consent a the delegates of the order. The hundred
thousand members of the Order have paid this tax, with the result that the
officers of the association are here to-day to present this gift 0 the University.
Before going further I would call attention to three things. First, to the
generosity of this vast number of Americans of Gaelic descent and Catholic
faith. As a rule they are not over-rich, and they help to bear the material
burden of the Church in all the States and Territories of this Union. Moreover, the time in which the fund was raised was one of the severest financial
stringency.
Second. This act of the Ancient Order of Hibernians reveals a spirit of
profound confidence on their part, a firm conviction that the solemn invitation of Leo XIII. to contribute to the support of the University, and the control exercised by the Ainerican Episcopate over the entire work, are ample
guarantee that the will of the donors will never be frustra,ted, as the spirit of
their gift violated.
Third. The Ancient Order a Hibernians, in founding this Chair, is
moved chiefly by sentiments of gratitude and veneration for the past services
of the Gaelic tongue. It has by no means the intention of introducing
the Gaelic as a spoken tongue. It knows that the great tongue of this
country, by marvelous dispensation a Divine Providence, is the English
tongue. As 1()ya and affectionate sons of this mighty Commonwealth,
the members of the Order cling not only to the fundamen.tal compacts
of the Nation and the States, to the common institutions and also to the
spirit of this country, but likewise to its national tongue and literature.
They believe, however, that this does not exclude a pious respect for the
tory and the civilization of the past among the Gael ; for the Insula Sanctorum
et Doctorum;for their ancestry of scholars, teachers, missionaries, saints, and
martyrs. They believe that the Gaelic can be taught, even as Latin and Greek
are taught, for academical uses, and they know that it has a most honored
place beside the Sanscrit in the esteem of all modern philologians.
Indeed, the Gaelic tongue has been, within the last half-century, the
object of profound researches. The Gael of the British Isles, and notably
those of Wales and Ireland, have always done much, considering their straitened circumstances, to keep alive a respect for, and a literary knowledge of,
this most ancient and venerable tongue. In Wales, the establishment of
Eisteddfods and the devotion of individuals have enriched the world with a
great rnass of medimval song, and law, and history ; have opened up an entire
province to the student of the science of languages. They have shown to the
world the unsuspected origin of the spirit of cliivalry and romance, the thirst
for knightly adventure and distant wanderings after spiritual ideals, that so
strikingly differentiate the medimval world from our own. But while the
Welsh and Scotch Gael have been devoted to the cultivation of their ancestral
tongue, the Irish Gael has not been entirely careless. The names of John
O'Donovan and Eugene O'Curry will live as long as there is gratitude in the
Irish race, or interest in the history and literature of the pre-historic peoples
of Europe.
Nevertheless, this devotion would not have saved the tongue of the Gael,
be it ever so ancient and perfect, had not Continental scholars come to its aid.
The reason is, that in its own home, chiefly in Ireland, it has been long perse-
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cuted as a specially Catholic tongue, and later, failed to secure any recognition from universities or academies of learned men. Justice demands that the
honor of having been the creator of modern Gaelic philology should be
awarded to the German scholar Zeuss, whose Grammatica Celtica, composed
out of ancient Irish manuscripts that lay unappreciated in German, Swiss, and
Italian libraries, restored a very ancient form of Gaelic, and first inaugurated
the scientific study of the language. Diefenberg, Holder-Egger, Unger at
Gottingen, Zimmer at Berlin, Windisch at Leipsic, and Kuno Meyer at Liverpool, have done much for the increase of the vocabulary, for the collection of
texts, their scholarly interpretation, and the formation of capable disciples
who will carry on the enterprises of their masters.
In France, M. Pictet, and the founders of the Revue Celtique have
rivalled their German predecessors. Its editors, MM. d'Arbois de Jubainville, Gaidoz, and Loth, have rendered permanent service to the cause of the
Gaelic tongue. Among the contributors are MM. Nettlau, Bulliot, Ernault,
Thurneysen, and others. In Italy, M. d'Ascoli and the Cavaliere Nigra are
foremost Gaelic scholars, and their advice is sought on questions concerning
the most ancient form of the tongue. This general interest need not surprise us, when we remember that the Gael was the first to leave the ancient
Aryan home in the Orient to seek his fortunes in the West, and that the
literature and the soil of all Western nations, from the plains of Hungary
to the Isles of Arran, have preserved traces of his pre-historic journeyings.
Ireland herself has done much for this renaissance of the Gaelic tongue.
I have already mentioned O'Donovan and 0 Curry. It would be unfair to
pass over in silence the scholars of the Neo-Gaelic movement, Fathers Hogan
and Murphy, S. J., Bartholomew McCarthy, William Hennessy, Douglas
Hyde, Standish O'Grady, Father O'Growney, and others who have toiled,
amid many difficulties, to prevent the tongue of their fathers from going the
way of oblivion,
When I reflect on the matter, I cease to wonder that there is so strong a
movement for the preservation of the Gaelic tongue and literature. Perhaps
if it were certain to remain a spoken tongue, or even had a sure asylum in
Irish universities and schools, we in the United States might take a less
active interest in it. But there is real danger of its total disappearance from public use, and its friends are comparatively few and uninfluential in the schools of
the European world. We feel proud, therefore that we can open our doors
to the teaching of the tongue of a most generous, warm-hearted, and loyal
people.
Indeed, why should not a Catholic university be glad to welcome such a
branch of learning, even if it had never recommended itself to other schools
and other savants? The Catholic Church has a profound interest in the preservation of this noble tongue,—the deathless interest of gratitude. I quote
from the words of a writer on this subject : "Her bishops, priests, and monks
nurtured and fashioned the Gaelic tongue, and made it the richest and greatest
of the European vernaculars. Millions of our forefathers went to their last
rest with its pious accents on their lips. For nearly fourteen hundred years
its sweet consoling tones were heard in the confessional, and its grave sublime
poetry was chanted from ten thousand altars. It echoed along the roads of
Europe and in her impenetrable forests from the mouths of a thousand missionaries, and it mingled its lyric strength with the majestic Latin at the
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Tombs of the Apostles, long before any modern nation of Europe had
emerged from barbarism.
"It has been a mighty channel of sacerdotal labors for fourteen centuries. It was the tongue of Patrick, Bridget, and Columba. It has been
sanctified by long use in the mouths of the most learned doctors. It is saturated, in its structure and in its monuments, with the purest and most spiritual
Catholicism, and for these reasons alone deserves a place in any institution
destined to be the mouthpiece of the Catholic Church in America."
Gentlemen of the Ancient Order of Hibernians you have honored yourselves and your association by co-operating in the establishment of the Catholic University of America. It is the express wish of our Holy Father, Leo
XIII., that all the faithful should give of their means for the work of this
highest institution of learning which the Catholic Church possesses in our
country. And this example of your loyalty will surely be known to him and
duly appreciated.
You have honored yourselves in a special manner by contributing to the
cause of human learning, and it is an enhancement of your merit that you
chose a department of learning the most abandoned perhaps in the scientific
world of to-day, and one which will never bring to you or your children a
particle of material benefit. John Blackie, the great Greek scholar of Edinburgh, was prouder all his life of having established a Chair of Gaelic in his
own university than of all the honor that came to him from his work as an
Hellenic scholar of the first rank. And you, too, though you have several
praiseworthy objects as an association, will be always able to rank among the
most unselfish, and therefore, perhaps, the most far-reaching of your enterprises, the foundation of this Chair of the Gaelic Language and Literature,
which I hereby accept in the name of the trustees of the University, and for
which I tender you their sincere thanks, with the assurance that it will always
be kept up in the most efficient manner.

After the exercises the delegates were entertained at Caldwell
Hall. Dr. Shahan, who has taken a lively interest in this Chair,
addressed them. Very Rev. Dr. Garrigan, the acting rector,
thanked them also in very appropriate terms, and pointed out
the varied benefits that would come from this foundation.
In the evening the delegates were given a reception at Carroll
Institute by the local organizations of the Ancient Order, and
upon its conclusion a banquet was served, at which some fifty
guests sat down. The next day the delegates were taken to see
the points of interest in and about Washington, and in the
evening an informal reception and lunch were tendered them at
the residence of Thomas E. Waggaman, Esq., the Treasurer of the
University. They departed October 23 for their homes, having
left lasting impressions on the minds and hearts of all who met
them, as of men stalwart in faith and patriotism, high-minded
and warmly devoted to the most elevated interests of Holy
Church in the United States.

